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What we learn from adaptation can lead
us to transformation
Recent developments have presented the Australian Institute of Health
& Safety – and more broadly OHS professionals and the business world
– with opportunities for adaptation and transformation, writes Naomi Kemp

W
Naomi Kemp, Chair of the Australian
Institute of Health & Safety

“Transformation is what
we do on the other side.
I see it as the more
permanent change
we make to meet the
ongoing need. It comes
from the new knowledge
and skills we have learnt
through the adaptation
process, and that is what
enables us to transform
how we behave, act, and
ultimately how we work.”
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hen I reflect on the past
couple of months there is
something quite intriguing
about our (people’s)
attitude and approach to change. When
circumstances force us to adapt to change,
we can and we do. We might grumble about
it, but we do what is necessary to get the
job done in the situation we’re in (crisis
or not). However, in other circumstances
where there is opportunity to change
through our own volition, we stammer and
squirm. To illustrate the point, for years
we’ve had the technology to hold virtual
meetings reducing the need for people
to fly between capital cities only to sit in
boardrooms and conference halls.
Yet, every year, millions of dollars are
spent flying people to “essential” face-toface business meetings. It’s interesting how
circumstances can change our perception
of what is essential. Don’t get me wrong – I
do like the social tension of a face-to-face
meeting and the energetic atmosphere
of a vibrant conference. This is certainly
missed in online meetings and in webinars.
But I must admit, I have adapted fairly
well to online meetings and I’m finding it is
not only increasing my efficiency but also
saving both time and money.
When I think about adaptation
and transformation, I consider it to be
somewhat linear. I see adaptation is how
we adjust or shift to a new situation or
a change in conditions. How we adapt is
by applying our existing knowledge and
experience to meet the new challenge,
and that guides how we behave and
act to sustain continuity and survive.
Transformation is what we do on the other
side. I see it as the more permanent change
we make to meet the ongoing need. It
comes from the new knowledge and skills
we have learnt through the adaptation
process, and that is what enables us
to transform how we behave, act, and
ultimately how we work.
From the Institute’s perspective, like
almost every business over the past
several months we have been adapting.
Straight up, I must give kudos to our
staff for adapting extremely well given
the circumstances. Both physically and

emotionally they were tested with the
challenge of setting up offices at home to
continue the operations. Less impacted was
the operation of the Board as we generally
meet online. However, from a governance
perspective we have been meeting more
frequently to ensure business continuity.
But I want to focus more on the efforts
of our staff who have continued to work
through the pandemic to ensure our
member services continued to be provided.
Our national office team has adapted
our National Health & Safety Conference
into a Virtual Conference and they continue
to work behind the scenes to support our
branches and networks to plan for our State
and Territory Symposiums and Conferences
in the second half of the year. Turning a
conference into a virtual event is not as
easy as it sounds!
There has also been the adaptation of
the inaugural Australian Workplace Health
and Safety Awards. A significant amount
of work has been done and continues to
happen to bring these Awards to you in a
virtual format in early June.
Importantly, during this time, David
and the team have also continued to seek
out ways we can improve the operations
to build a more sustainable organisation.
Adapting due to the circumstances, they
have done a remarkable job to keep our
flag flying high. I look forward to when the
time comes and we return to normal (or
the new normal), that we take what we’ve
learnt through these adaptive times and
skills we’ve acquired, and put that into
transforming the Institute and achieving
our strategic objectives:
• To develop world-class health and
safety practice through a diverse,
influential community of practitioners,
professionals and leaders
• To build engaged and strategic
partnerships with Australian businesses
• To build a sustainable organisation
capable of powerfully influencing health
and safety in Australia, and
• To address complex health and safety
issues and improve health and safety
outcomes for current and future
generations.
In the meantime, stay healthy and safe. n
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AIHS NEWS

What steps are organisations taking
to return to work safely?

Safety alert issued over fake P2
disposable respirators

Hazelwood Power fined $1.56 million
over mine fire

Safely returning to the workplace after the
coronavirus pandemic and monitoring the
ongoing health and safety of employees
requires collecting an unprecedented
amount of employee data, particularly
employee health information, according
to Gartner. “Public health considerations
have dramatically softened local social,
cultural, and privacy norms,” said
Vidhya Balasubramanian, managing vice
president in Gartner’s legal and compliance
practice. “While many companies are
facing business pressures to return to
the workplace, the most progressive
companies understand this decision
requires a ‘dial,’ not a ‘switch.’ Any plans
to effectively balance the employee health
and safety requirements with legal and
privacy considerations must also include
mechanisms to monitor developments and
appropriately calibrate the response as
necessary,” said Balasubramanian. A recent
Gartner survey found that 59 per cent of
legal leaders are considering or currently
collecting COVID-19 test results and 47 per
cent are considering or collecting current
symptom data.

SafeWork NSW recently issued a
safety alert regarding fake respiratory
protective equipment (RPE) entering
the Australian market. The COVID-19
pandemic has increased demand for
P2 disposable respirators, and as a
result, construction businesses, their
PCBUs and some other industries have
had difficulty getting P2 disposable
respirators used for protection
against dust and chemicals including
silica, asbestos and lead. This extra
demand is leading to fake respiratory
protective equipment (RPE) entering
the Australian market, according to
the safety alert. In Australia, most
disposable respirators and filters that
give protection against dust and other
particles are classified and marked as
P1, P2 or P3, in accordance with the
Australian Standard AS/NZS 1716:2012.
There are also international standards
for the classification of these respirators,
with the United States ‘N95’, European
‘FFP2’ and Chinese ‘KN95’ considered
equivalent to the Australian P2 and
acceptable in Australian workplaces.

The operator of Hazelwood mine in Victoria
has been fined a total of $1.56 million for
breaches of the Occupational Health and
Safety Act after a major fire that burned for
several weeks in 2014. Hazelwood Power
Corporation Pty Ltd was last November
found guilty of 10 charges following an
eight-week jury trial in the Supreme
Court. The company was fined $1.25
million for five breaches of section 21 (1)
and (2) (c) of the OHS Act, for failing, so
far as reasonably practicable, to provide
employees a safe working environment.
The company was fined a further $310,000
for the remaining five charges under
section 23 (1) of the OHS Act, for failing
to ensure persons other than employees
were not exposed to health and safety
risks. The blaze started on 9 February
2014, when embers from nearby bushfires
ignited exposed coal at the open cut mine
near Morwell. The fire burned for 45 days,
blanketing parts of the Latrobe Valley in
ash and thick smoke and exposing mine
workers, emergency services personnel
and nearby residents to dangerous carbon
monoxide and other fine particles.
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What should safety look like,
post-pandemic?

Post-coronavirus, the safety profession will have to become just that:
a profession – and not a mixed bag of quasi-related tasks with no fixed
deadlines and no expectation of success, writes Phil La Duke

I

understand the seriousness of
COVID-19, and if you’re like me you’re
more than a little sick and tired of
hearing about it. But what happens to
the world of safety next? I am by no means a
prognosticator and I don’t tend towards the
optimistic end of the spectrum, but I think
the Great Plague has most organisations –
from the smallest “mum-and-dad” shops
to the mightiest global conglomerates and
even governments – to re-examine their
organisational structures and earnestly look
for foundational opportunities to change.
I have no clue what life holds in store
for the world of safety, but I can assure
you of this: safety will never be the same.
We shouldn’t fear the change; safety has
needed a high-powered enema for a decade.
Petty little snake oil salespeople have
argued at conferences, in online forums and
in the press, causing safety personnel such
intellectual constipation that it has caused
the C+ executives and other operations
leaders to wonder whether or not safety is a
necessary evil or an organisational affliction.
The world is screaming for change, and it is
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screaming loudest at the Safety Function.
So what follows is not what I think will
happen, but what should happen.

Rebranding of safety
The current safety brand is so badly
tarnished that I know a score of people
who won’t even refer to the people as
“professionals” for good reasons that are
beyond the scope of this missive. We need
to think bigger. Safety needs to be a major
component of business continuity, and to
that end, it should include:
• Worker resilience
• Worker wellness
• Occupational illness prevention
• Hazard and risk management
• Ergonomics
• Competency assurance
• Employee engagement
• Talent retention
• Absenteeism.
Of course, some companies have discrete
activities completely removed from each
other and reporting up through different
departments, but that has to change.

Worker resilience
Rick Hanson, Ph.D, author of the book
Resilient: How to grow an unshakable core
of calm, strength, and happiness, defines
resilience as a person’s ability to bounce
back after a trauma or tragedy. An effective
resiliency program ministers to the workers’
mental, physical and spiritual wellbeing.
This may sound a little soft-headed, but
strong worker resilience positively correlates
to everything else listed above. Resilient
workers have stronger immune systems than
their less-resilient co-workers so they miss
work because of illnesses less frequently
and recover faster, so return to work more
quickly. Building resilience should be the
number one priority in an organisation that
wants to survive the next global crisis.
Organisations that are serious about
building resilience will have classes in yoga
and meditation, and quiet rooms where
workers can nap or sit in silent reflection. We
will see a resurgence in weight rooms and
fitness centres to keep workers physically
fit. Walking trails will become part of the
natural landscape of most forward-thinking
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organisations’ grounds, and finally, book
clubs and non-work-related training classes
to sharpen workers’ mental acuity.
Seem far-fetched? I have worked for companies that do most if not all of these things;
once a luxury, these things will become as
natural as employee break rooms. All of
these items reduce stress, ease fatigue and
create worker engagement.

Worker wellness
Speaking of employee break rooms, I think
we will see a greater focus on nutrition
and health education. I know of several
organisations that focus on educating
workers on how to stay well and the role that
good nutrition plays in that effort. But these
same organisations have employee break
rooms with vending machines filled with
sugar-filled soft drink, sweets and starchy
snacks devoid of any nutritional value, and
in many cases literally rotting sandwiches.
We will see those machines replaced by
healthier alternatives – if workers want to
eat junk food they will have to bring it from
home. We will also see forward-thinking
companies subsidise healthier food choices.
Better nutrition coupled with exercise will
offer greater protection from stress, heart
problems, diabetes and other lifestylecaused injuries.

Tobacco cessation and weight loss
programs
The dangers of tobacco and obesity have
been known for 50 years, but apart from
“no-smoking” policies, scarce little has been
done to motivate the workers to stop using
tobacco products or do anything substantial
to decrease their weight to a healthy
level. Sure, there have been awareness
campaigns, and in some cases financial
incentives, but incentives without tools are
pointless and even frustrating.

Occupational illness prevention
My father died of mesothelioma and my
brother of silicosis, and so these two are
near and dear to my heart, but there are
many factors that can make workers sick.
The post-COVID world should see a rise
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in preventing environmental risk factors
for diseases like emphysema, black lung,
cancer and even stress-related or aggravated
illnesses such as heart disease and cancer.
This is bad news for some of the industrial hygienists out there; companies are
going to examine not just the qualifications
of industrial hygienists but their skill sets
as well. In addition, I think many companies
who dismantled their in-house clinics will
reconsider this decision and perhaps even
expand the clinics to make them available to
the workers’ families.

Hazard and risk management
Hazard and risk management will always
be at the core of worker health and safety,
but I would look for a greater emphasis on
tracking and managing risk. I would like
organisations to insist on a deeper and fuller
understanding by the safety personnel on
comprehending the relationship between
lagging and leading indicators and what
analysing the data is telling the organisation.
I would also hope that the average person
working in safety becomes more adept
at problem-solving and in controlling
antecedents to injuries instead of just
counting bodies.
Safety has to become more inclusive and
shift from safety cop to process improvement coach. Safety has to empower safer
production. Instead of offering slogans and
platitudes, it should offer concrete, practical
suggestions that keep operations running
smoothly, which is to say, safely.
I would hope governments would also
shift from counting bodies and injuries to
gauging the safety efforts of an organisation
through specific leading indicators.

Ergonomics
Years ago I was working with a manufacturer
that was having a huge issue with ergonomic
injuries. The safety manager suggested to
the plant manager that they implement a
system of job rotation to ease the ergonomic
injury risk. The plant manager was visibly
displeased and said, “We have to come up
with something else. All job rotation will do
is hurt five guys over the course of a year

instead of one guy in three months”. The site
hired an ergonomics expert who evaluated
all the jobs and was able to lower the
ergonomic injuries by nearly 80 per cent. The
cost of bringing in this expert was 5 per cent
of the site’s ergonomic injury costs.
This same site implemented a full workout facility and hired a personal trainer to
come in one day a week to help the workers
develop personal training plans. The workers
were allowed to use the facility for up to 30
paid minutes a day and had virtually unlimited unpaid access. The site also began each
shift with stretching exercises and had the
workers stretch when returning from lunch.

Competency assurance
Most safety training is rubbish. It is designed,
developed and presented by people with
no education, experience with, or skills in
developing or delivering training to adult
learners. Most training sessions are data
bombs that are required by the government
without any specific guidelines as to exactly
what the learners must do to successfully
complete a course. Most regulations just
require a butt to be in a seat and seldom do
they require that any actual skills are acquired
let alone practised on the job.
What’s more, the most common methodology for training front-line workers remains
shadow training. Studies have shown (at least
that’s what they told me when I was at the
university) that as much as 80 per cent of the
training provided in shadow training is lost.
So, if the person training a new worker has
only retained 20 per cent of the information
on how to do the job, and the learner only
retains 20 per cent of that 20 per cent, how
safely can the worker perform the job?
I would look for a more structured approach to worker competency that will include
more than just training a worker once but will
also include periodic competency assessments and associated refresher training.

Employee engagement
COVID-19 gut-punched a lot of otherwiseengaged terrified employees from workers
forced to work against their wills, to workers
categorised as “essential” who aren’t paid
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a living wage, to furloughed employees
cast away like a spent tissue, to workers
of privately owned firms forced to take
pay cuts for the greater good. COVID-19 is
likely to cause elderly workers to reconsider
returning to the workplace; other workers
are likely to move to companies that treat
them better, and that place their health and
safety ahead of profits. Even in companies
where the intent was simply survival, it
has left a lot of people feeling less loyal,
and even disloyal to their current or former
employers. Safety can play an important
role in rebuilding the bridge between the
employer and the workers.

Talent retention
I expect a mass exodus from companies
who were less than compassionate to
their employees during the pandemic.
There will be labour shortages as people
decide to retire rather than return to work,
people who – after reflecting on the deaths
of people they know, or on the terrible
suffering caused by the disease – reflect on
recent events and decide that life is just too
short to continue working for their current
employer. Talent retention will be a forefront
issue in the post-COVID reality, and this is an
area where safety personnel can be of real
service. One of the most basic human needs
is safety. People want stability, freedom from
undue stress and freedom from injuries.
The safety personnel who interact with the
front-line workers as equals, and who listen
to workers’ concerns, fears and suggestions,
will be key components of retaining workers.

Absenteeism
Absenteeism plagues so many companies
and yet so few have found fair and equitable
solutions. COVID-19 put a magnifying glass
on what happens when a company punishes
people for staying home when they are sick.
Too many organisations discipline workers
for being absent, encouraging – if not forcing
– workers to come to the job unfit for duty,
and frequently contagious. I have yet to find
a company that had a serious attendance
problem and tried to find out the cause(s) of
the problem. No sir! We just make it against
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the rules. Does anyone think this works? And
if so, why not make it against the rules to get
injured, sick or die?

What will the post-COVID safety
function look like?
The fat, bloated, know-it-all safety cop is an
atavistic relic with no real place in the near
future. The safety profession will have to
become just that – a profession, not a mixed
bag of quasi-related tasks with no fixed
deadlines and no expectation of success.
It’s a brave new world out there, and this
world expects a lot from the safety function.
Many of the current safety personnel will
have to either quickly adapt or get out of the
business.

“Building resilience
should be the number one
priority in an organisation
that wants to survive the
next global crisis”
If your goal is to remain (or join) the
safety function, you will need new skills and
you won’t have a lot of time to acquire them.
First, learn the art of persuasion. Many of
you reading this shrugged when I said that
the safety guy will have to stop being the
safety cop. You probably thought, “That’s
not me, I treat front-line workers the same
way I would expect to be treated”. Maybe
that’s true, and maybe you stopped playing
police officer with the frontline and shifted
to the role of the disappointed spinster
schoolmarm, scolding the organisation’s
leadership about its legal and moral responsibility. Either way, if you are going to survive
you have to stop trying to shame and blame
people into doing the right thing and instead
persuade them that doing the right thing
isn’t just the right thing for the company but
also the right thing for their careers.
You will also have to adapt your style to
one of a true scientist – approach your duties using the scientific method. The misinformation and speculation around COVID-19

got people killed, and you can expect less
tolerance for opinion and conjecture and a
greater demand for facts. If that isn’t your
style, there are plenty of other jobs out there
(just not in safety).
Safety personnel going forward will
have different backgrounds – the day of
the generalist is over. If you are currently a
safety generalist, find a niche you love and
for which you have a real passion, because
the future of safety will require too many
skills for one person to master. If you think a
conference or webinar will provide the skills
you need, you are gravely mistaken.
Look for more health educators to join
your ranks. Keeping workers healthy just
went from a nicety to a necessity. And that
means that leaner, less stressed and more
resilient workers are going to be what the
organisation will demand. Human resources
has proven its inability to do anything even
remotely effective in this area. Brush up on
the concept of resiliency and how it applies
in the workplace.
You will see Emergency Medical
Technicians (EMTs) and ex-military entering
the field. With the exit of the incompetent
and the unwilling safety relics, you will see
newer, higher-educated safety professionals with broader skill sets and a willingness
to take on more substantial tasks than ever
before.
Finally, safety professionals will ultimately be held accountable. We as a field
have spent two decades demanding that
operations own safety, but we never seem
able to answer the question as to what we
will be responsible for. We don’t seem to be
able to provide a satisfying answer to operations when they ask, “If I own safety, why do
I need you?” Having an answer to that question may mean the difference between you
having a job in six months and not having a
job in six months. n
Phil La Duke is a popular speaker & writer with
more than 500 works in print. He has contributed to Entrepreneur, Monster, Thrive Global
and is published on all inhabited continents.
Follow Phil on Twitter @philladuke or read his
weekly blog www.philladuke.wordpress.com
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LAW

Who can be held
accountable under the law
for the Dreamworld tragedy?
With the Queensland Coroner recently handing down his report into
the Dreamworld tragedy, every one of the coroner’s recommendations
must be implemented immediately, writes Rick Sarre

Q

ueensland Coroner James
McDougall recently handed down
his findings into the tragic deaths
of four people on Dreamworld’s
Thunder River Rapids ride in 2016. He
reported a litany of failings by Dreamworld’s
owner, Ardent Leisure, including shoddy
record keeping, ad hoc inspections of rides
and poor maintenance.
McDougall wrote “there is no evidence
Dreamworld ever conducted a proper risk assessment in the 30 years of operation of the
ride” and that the safety systems in place
were “frighteningly unsophisticated”. His
conclusion was damning for the company:
these failings, he said, contributed to the
deaths of the four victims. Coroners are
often circumspect in reporting their deliberations and findings. This is a report that pulls
no punches.
Former Ardent Leisure CEO Deborah
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Thomas responded immediately, saying the
findings are “an important milestone in the
extensive and ongoing investigation” into
the deaths and she hoped the recommendations will prevent such a tragedy occurring
again.

Charges under workplace laws
So, what happens now? Police have
not pursued criminal charges under
the general criminal law against any
individual Dreamworld staff. In these cases,
prosecutions are more likely to be founded
on workplace laws designed for this specific
purpose. But it is not the role of coroners
to lay charges – they simply put their
findings before the relevant authorities for
consideration.
A famous example is a coroner’s
unequivocal finding in 1999 that Domenic
Perre had made and sent a parcel bomb to

the Adelaide office of the National Crime
Authority that killed a police detective in
March 1994. Twenty years later, Perre has
been committed to stand trial on a charge
of murder as a result of subsequent police
enquiries into the detective’s death.
However, in the Dreamworld inquest,
the coroner said he “reasonably suspected”
Ardent Leisure had committed an offence
under Queensland workplace laws. He called
upon the Queensland Office of Industrial
Relations to consider prosecutions against
Ardent Leisure. The office administers the
Work Health and Safety Act 2011 and works
with the work health and safety prosecutor,
a new office in existence since March last
year.
These workplace laws are designed to
protect all people who fall under a duty of
care in and around workplaces, whether
they are employees or visitors. Under
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Lessons for boards and
executives

Queensland’s Act, an offence has been committed if steps are not taken to avoid a significant risk from occurring, or if there is a failure
to comply with regulatory requirements.
Where a death occurs or such a risk
persists, a corporation can be fined up to A$3
million. An individual who was responsible
for allowing, say, a lethal risk to persist –
either directly or recklessly – can be fined
up to $600,000, or face up to five years
imprisonment.
The prosecution has to prove its case
using the same standard used in all criminal
matters where intention or reckless indifference are relevant – guilt beyond reasonable
doubt.

Why manslaughter charges aren’t
effective
More serious criminal consequences under
Queensland’s new industrial manslaughter
laws cannot be pursued in the theme park
tragedy.
Queensland’s parliament passed the laws
in 2017 in the wake of the deaths of two
workers at Eagle Farm Racecourse in 2016.
They were also no doubt influenced by the
Dreamworld deaths. These laws make it a
lot easier to sentence company directors to
prison for deaths in the workplace, even in
the absence of their direct culpability.
But the laws cannot apply retrospectively. Moreover, the provisions only apply
to the deaths of workers, not visitors to a
workplace.
Even so, a key problem for those promoting industrial manslaughter laws is the lack
of evidence that scapegoating delinquent
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company executives after a tragic event is
likely to eliminate dangerous practices.
Putting in place considerable resources
for accident prevention is a far better use
of resources than finding fault and sending people to short terms of imprisonment
months, if not years, after a tragedy takes
place. Indeed, in the Dreamworld inquest,
McDougall recommended significant changes to theme park management including
more stringent, regular inspection of rides.
Another important deterrent against
such senseless tragedies occurring again is
the genuine heartache of the executives at
the top of any irresponsible company, and
the threat of reputational damage to them
personally and their company brand. That
reminder needs to be sheeted home to all
companies and businesses, not just those
providing leisure and theme park entertainment. There is an important role in this
regard for those who train business leaders
and those who regulate their affairs.
No amount of legal redress, of course,
can bring back loved ones. We can only hope
every company or business in this country
that has visitors in its care will learn there is
no price that can be put on their safety and
security.
Whether or not prosecutions proceed and
are successful in the Dreamworld tragedy,
every one of the coroner’s recommendations
must be implemented immediately. We owe
that much to those who grieve today. n

The coroner’s findings reveal a
number of issues with regards to
Dreamworld and WHS compliance –
including an apparent lack of design
overview, specialist input or risk
assessments for the design and any
of the modifications to the Thunder
River Rapids ride, according to Nicki
Milionis, special counsel at Norton
Rose Fulbright.
Furthermore, the relevant
previous incidents involving the ride
were not well-recorded or known in
key parts of the business (some of
the incidents were years old), and
the failures of the relevant plant
involved in the incident (which
occurred earlier in the day and in the
week leading up) did not appear to
be subject to hazard identification
or risk assessment prior to being
reset, so the opportunity to identify
systemic issues was potentially
missed.
“One of the lessons from the
Inquest findings is that reliance on
the absence of incidents alone is
a poor safety metric – even more
so where incident data is not well
captured,” said Milionis.
“Other lessons are that
organisations should consider how
they use incident data, how they
analyse plant and system failures
to identify whether systemic issues
are involved and how they capture
‘learnings’ from previous incidents.”
There are a number of important
implications for OHS leaders in
this, according to Milionis, who
said that a common “oversight”
measure used by senior managers
and communicated to the executive/
board level include audit findings or
results. The coroner found that while
external consultants were used for
audits, in some cases the focus and
scope of those audits was limited
and in other cases, the competency
of the persons undertaking the
“audits” was questioned.
“One of the messages for
executives and boards is to consider
whether and how the audit results
before them are reliable,” said
Milionis.

Rick Sarre is Adjunct Professor of Law and
Criminal Justice at the University of South
Australia. This article first appeared in
The Conversation.
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MEMBERS & PARTNERS

Priming the safety talent pipeline
It is important to continually improve skills and leadership capabilities to build
both a strong team and OHS capability, writes Alium Works’ Ann Tomlinson

A

lthough OHS is valued as a
key driver of success in most
organisations, I feel there is room
for improvement in the area of
talent development. To deliver sustainable
results, achieve compliance and meet KPIs,
a new approach to managing OHS talent is
required.
Currently, the approach in many
organisations is to fill gaps in OHS capability
with available candidates, using traditional
recruitment processes that don’t deliver.
This approach is reactive, prone to bias
and causes frustration for the employer
and job seeker or employee. Additionally,
if the onboarding process is outdated or
incomplete, new talent isn’t given the best
chance of success.
The alternative is to develop a strategy to
attract, develop and retain the right talent.
This proactive approach starts with a talent
planning strategy to ensure the organisation
has the right level of ongoing OHS capability
and support. Then inherently role-suited,
quality OHS talent is identified by leveraging
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technology like Artificial Intelligence (AI).
When the right talent is found, organisations
need to provide a relevant, industry-specific
onboarding and upskilling program to grow
talent and improve retention.

Common gaps and challenges
I see two major OHS talent management
issues in organisations:
Skills gap: with a looming skills gap facing
many of our major industries, it will become
increasingly difficult to fill key OHS positions
with qualified, quality talent. A large number
of organisations are already struggling. Most
are still recruiting (or hiring to fill gaps) and
using outdated processes for onboarding
and training.
Resource allocation: in many organisations,
enough OHS resources are allocated for dayto-day compliance requirements only. This can
make it difficult for OHS leaders to obtain more
investment from senior leaders to implement
changes to their talent strategy.

What can OHS leaders do?

These are the actions I work with our
clients to implement that get results:
Skills gap: future-facing strategies are
required to proactively plan for the skills gap
across all areas of organisations to minimise
disruption and maximise productivity. That
means getting clarity on the OHS talent
required, then building a pipeline to find,
train and retain the right people. At Alium
Works, our focus is attraction and retention
rather than recruitment. We also developed
the Pathway Program to build skills in
job seekers and cadets in the rail and
construction industries.
Resource allocation: OHS leaders can
present a compelling business case to
obtain senior leader commitment to
additional investment in talent management.
Measurable benefits include increased
adherence to safety standards, decreased
turnover, decreased recruitment costs, and
increased productivity.
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“The approach in many organisations
is to fill gaps in OHS capability with
available candidates, using traditional
recruitment processes that don’t deliver”

Hard and soft benefits
As with any talent management strategy, the
hard benefits include increased productivity
and retention, and a decrease in recruitment
and turnover costs. Utilising an attractionand retention-focused approach saves time
and improves results for the OHS team,
the recruitment team and candidates or
employees. Providing onboarding and
upskilling systems that are industry-specific
and targeted also develop employees that are
more productive and more likely to commit to
a long-term career with the organisation.
One of the big soft benefits is the positive
impact on the employer’s reputation from
improving talent management capabilities.
In fact, becoming an “employer of choice”
also delivers hard benefits in savings via
attracting and retaining talent rather than
recruiting.
Another soft benefit is the increase in
employee engagement within the OHS
team, which links with reduced turnover and
increased longevity. Additionally, any extra
resources allocated to the OHS team leads
to organisation-wide increased compliance
and reduced risk.

Advice for up-and-coming OHS
professionals
First, choose to work with an organisation
who “walks the talk” about OHS. Knowing
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you have the full support of senior leaders
is imperative to you achieving your goals
and building your career.
I recommend identifying a mentor or
mentors who are OHS experts and have
the ability to coach you and support
you. In this way you’ll get advice from
someone with experience on how to deal
with challenges and how to manage and
build your career. Looking back, one
of the things that held me back in my
safety career was not feeling supported
or guided. So if you don’t have an
OHS mentor, my advice is to ask your
organisation to help you find one.
If you want to build your skills in a
particular area, be proactive about that.
Identify which skills you want to develop
and how you’ll do that, then request
approval if needed. Keep in mind there
are other ways of building skills than
doing courses – lots of hands-on learning
opportunities exist.
From a personal perspective, working in
OHS is an amazing opportunity to educate
and work with the team to improve an
organisation’s safety culture. However, this
can feel like a big responsibility and like
you’re sometimes “the middle man”. Make
sure you take care of yourself, including
managing workplace stress, for your own
health and safety.

Steps for OHS professionals

First (although this may sound obvious),
“walk the talk” with integrity. Not only
does this role-model behaviour for your
team, but it also sets the stage for a
compliant safety culture.
Be proactive with your team’s skills
development. This can be as simple as
weekly or monthly catch-ups to discuss
priorities, areas for development and how to
bridge any skills gaps. Just taking the time
to meet with your team about their career
demonstrates your commitment and makes
them feel engaged, resulting in increased
skill levels and productivity.
Continually improve your own skills and
leadership capabilities to build a strong team
and OHS capability for your organisation. No
matter what stage of your career you’re at, a
mentor or coach can help you. Request any
additional support or resources you need
to build your skills and career, because that
positively impacts you, your team and the
organisation as a whole. n
Alium Works is a career-building and
leadership enterprise which partners with
host companies in need of accredited industry
talent, with a focus on the railway and
infrastructure industries. Alium Works is a gold
member of the Australian Institute of Health
& Safety.
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TECHNOLOGY

A data-driven
approach to OHS
When it comes to data and analytics, OHS
professionals can gain much by taking a wholeof-business view of health and safety maturity,
according to Nathan Hight

T

he main source of data used
currently to drive improved
outcomes tends to be post-incident.
When something goes wrong, the
issue gets the attention of all levels of the
business, cause and effect is unearthed and
improved controls normally put in place.
Very few organisations have realised that
things don’t actually need to go wrong in
order to learn and continually improve the
safety maturity in the business. Very few
organisations have an “all of business”
view of their health and safety capabilities
– the key ingredients that ensure not only
compliance but a safety-oriented culture
where people are healthy and safe on the
job. We’ve seen thousands of businesses in
the past few years experience that “ah-ha”
moment when they unearth that visibility
and can take a far more sophisticated,
efficient and targeted approach to improving
safety outcomes based on measurable data.

Common gaps and challenges
Most businesses are most focused on
the traditional areas of capability – the
“health & safety management system”
(policies, hazard & risk registers, SSSP,
JSAs and so on). When businesses
measure themselves against a holistic or
“whole of business” frame of reference,
it is things like director & management
knowledge, workforce engagement and
audit & verification practices that get
exposed as a vulnerability. To put it simply,
what good is a detailed health and safety
management system if, for instance, most
of the directors don’t really understand the
data being presented in the reports they
receive from management? If the directors
don’t understand their basic due diligence
responsibilities, the organisation’s primary
duty of care obligations and have a basic
understanding of risk management, it is
almost impossible for them to effectively
govern health and safety risk and thus there
is an assurance vacuum within the business.
Management are not held to account and
that tone reverberates down through the
organisational structure, eroding the ability
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to embed a culture of safety and workforce
wellbeing. These gaps become very clear and
obvious when taking a data-driven approach
to understanding an entity’s health and
safety maturity.

Learning from other functions
For the majority of businesses out there,
the most common data set used to monitor
and improve the business is financial
data. If you think of your health and safety
maturity profile as your “balance sheet”
– the profile that is the ultimate indicator
of the health and viability of the business
financially – then look at your health and
safety performance in a similar way to your
profit and loss statement. Many of the
same principles apply and perhaps there
is a lot for OSH to learn by thinking in this
way, particularly for company directors
and executive teams. What are you doing
to improve safety that is simply being
consumed vs what are you doing to build
your safety asset value long term? Areas
like strengthening governance & executive
capability, workforce engagement and
leadership are all about building your safety
asset and are the most overlooked areas for
many companies.
The other concept is “thinking beyond
the safety outcome”. There are (usually)
multiple methods available to mitigating
any particular risk. Each has a differing cost,
complexity and control effectiveness. These
components are often evaluated. However,
the piece that is often overlooked is what are
the other benefits various control strategies
can unlock for the business and increase the
RoI of such interventions? Can this control
improve our employment brand to help
attract talent and reduce talent churn? Can
this control elevate our brand on a community social responsibility (CSR) level? Can
this measure improve worker productivity?
Could this intervention provide a commercial
competitive advantage over our competitors
in the eyes of our clients? Including these
concepts when evaluating the many ways of
managing risk can unearth many opportunities currently being left on the table.

Auckland Council: a case study
Auckland Council in New Zealand, one of
the largest local government authorities in
the southern hemisphere, which employs
9000 workers, rolled out Safe365 to 53
individual business units. A health & safety
maturity baseline was achieved and a goal
of improving their Safe365 maturity index
to 60 per cent was set by the executive
leadership team. The initiatives that were
targeted using the intelligence & insights
gathered from the Safe365 assessments
were implemented, with Auckland Council
achieving their improvement target over
a three-year period, which corresponded
to a 40 per cent reduction in direct costs
associated with health and safety related
claims – a direct financial saving of over 15x
the cost of implementing Safe365. Further
RoI was also created by providing the health
and safety team with clear data-backed
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“Very few organisations have an ‘all of business’
view of their health and safety capabilities”
priorities, making them far more specific and
targeted in developing and implementing
improvements across the organisation.
The level of engagement and diligence
exercised by the executive leadership team
and other senior managers once they had
an understanding of the ingredients for
success and how their area was stacking up
was profound. GMs of business units started
seeing themselves as having a critical
role to play in health and safety. The OHS
professionals within the organisation had
strong executive support to perform their
role. Auckland Council demonstrated that
meaningful step changes are achievable in
large, complex public organisations taking a
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data-driven approach by partnering with
platforms like Safe365.

How OHS can improve capability
From the 3500 businesses we’ve worked
with in the past three-and-a-half years, the
data has shown us that there is a lot to be
gained by completing a whole of business
view of health and safety maturity, rather
than only looking at the health and safety
management system itself. Consider the
role each level – directors, managers and
workers – play in bringing a safety-oriented
culture to life within the business. Take on
the challenge of a maturity assessment with
an open mind, underpinned by a willingness

to look at safety differently. You don’t have
to be a huge business with thousands of
employees like Auckland Council to embark
on this journey. Many small businesses are
enjoying the benefits of taking the journey
too. A Safe365 maturity assessment can
be undertaken in just 90 minutes. For
larger businesses, you can break down the
assessment into business units and/or sites.
It is efficient, incredibly cost effective and
could be a game changer. The outcomes
from the interventions implemented to
improve maturity will save lives, reduce
harm to workers and deliver a lot of added
commercial value in the business. n
Nathan Hight is co-founder and director of
Safe365, which enables organisations to assess, improve and monitor health, safety and
wellbeing capability, culture, performance and
engagement.
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COLLABORATION

How Blacktown City
Council managed through
the coronavirus pandemic
An all-of-business approach
has been critical to the
successful organisational
management of the
coronavirus pandemic for
Blacktown City Council,
writes Craig Donaldson

A

holistic approach to managing
Blacktown City Council through
the crisis was important because
in a pandemic, one function of
the business could not operate without
the other, said Blacktown City Council
chief safety officer Geoff Hoad.
Providing a single safety-based
response was not enough to actually
get the business completely engaged.
“Our initial business continuity plan
was supplemented by a very detailed
operational pandemic response plan.
This covered each business activity and
provided clear guidance as to what was
deemed essential and how it would
continue to function.”

Senior management collaboration

Complete executive participation and
strong management participation were
critical to the process, according to Hoad.
Special executive meetings on
pandemic response were held regularly,
and Hoad provided specific, detailed
guidance which was then executed by the
entire management team. He explained
that this approach was “successful and
effective” and acknowledged that his job
was made easier by a “total commitment
to the plan”.
“Councils are unusually collaborative
organisations to start off with,” he said.
“But from the very start of this the CEO
made a statement to the effect that ‘Geoff
Hoad is effectively our pandemic adviser.
And what he says goes, unless it’s coming
from the CEO’. So, the only two people
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Blacktown City Council chief safety officer Geoff Hoad says he and the CEO made decisions
in conjunction with each other so that there were no crossed wires – but backed with the
imprimatur of the chief executive
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“It was also important to manage balancing restrictions and guidelines (around the
likes of social distancing, PPE and meetings, for example) with what is reasonably
practicable from a duty of care perspective”
allowed to make any decisions in the
organisation relating to COVID-19 are the
CEO and myself.”
Hoad and the CEO also made key
decisions in conjunction with each other
so that there were no crossed wires –
but backed with the imprimatur of the
chief executive. “And as people started
realising how serious this was, we had
organisational compliance. Now we’ve got
organisational commitment,” he said.

Challenges

It was important to recognise that normal
business continuity planning approaches
would not work as the assumptions for
such scenarios are not appropriate for a
pandemic, Hoad said.
“For example, in a normal business
continuity plan, you might be taking
into consideration market forces or
competition or other factors of that
nature. But in a pandemic situation you
are asking questions like ‘how many
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people will we lose?’ and ‘how will this
affect our operations?’, for example. So, a
very different set of questions and criteria
are required for a pandemic plan. This is
one of the first things that was effective
for us,” he said.
The organisation also had to respond
very quickly, almost as if there’d been a
situation where you’d lost a building from
fire – and you actually had to respond to
that, said Hoad. “We were very conscious
of the clock ticking. We knew there’d be a
lot of time constraints, and to get ourselves
structured, organised and communicating
what we needed to communicate, we
needed strong levels of engagement.
And then we needed to ensure that we
didn’t run short of any supplies, and order
everything before other people were even
thinking about doing so.
“As a consequence, we have been ahead
of the curve the whole way through
the pandemic, even to the point where
we actually have actively closed down

operations before the government has
told us to.”

Reasonably practical meets duty of
care
It was also important to manage
balancing restrictions and guidelines
(around the likes of social distancing, PPE
and meetings, for example) with what is
reasonably practicable from a duty of care
perspective.
“The first thing we did was stop people
from getting masks, because the advice at
that stage was that it wasn’t going to be
of much help, and we could rapidly see
our stocks dwindling without achieving a
particular purpose,” he said.
Social distancing was also problematic.
“On one hand, the government said we
need to apply social distancing. But that
is easier said than done at work. If you
have a group of workers outside then they
might be able to apply the metre-and-ahalf rule, but you can have five people
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“It’s great to see how the organisation has
pulled together and has become a lot more
supportive, with a greater sense of purpose of
who we are and where we’re going”
in a cab driving around together all
day; it doesn’t make any sense,” he said.
“Or you might have a situation where
paramedics are involved and they need to
help someone, but they can’t be standing
outside the ambulance and being totally
ineffective because of social distancing.
So, in certain activities we will need to
have social distancing basically reduced,
but apply a strong dose of common sense
and also keep in mind that we’re dealing
with our people who are pretty concerned
about this.”
In response, the council implemented
a process to split teams up using more
vehicles. Fortunately, its normal fleet
rollover for sedans and other work
vehicles was due around February – but
the council didn’t go through with it
and kept the vehicles it had in addition
to getting new ones. “So we had a fleet
of additional vehicles that we could use
at short notice, and that was more good
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luck than good planning, I must admit,”
said Hoad. “People realised that we were
serious about their health and safety and
also serious about the operations that
we need to maintain. It was a really good
exercise in sitting down and working
with and talking through with people,
so everyone was comfortable with the
outcome. People were rational when we
genuinely consulted with them.”
In addition to controlled issue of PPE
and changing how mobile work teams
operated, the council took a number of
approaches in the above:
1.	Updating technology to enable remote
working (new laptops and tablets plus
the expansion of VPN connections)
2.	Physically separating teams to secure
locations
3.	All meetings conducted via Microsoft
Teams and Zoom
4.	A completely revised work-from-home
approach.

Flexible and remote working

The pandemic will have a lasting impact
on the council, according to Hoad, who
said that work will not be the same and
flexible work arrangements will be here to
stay post-coronavirus. “Work from home
will be the new normal,” he said. “The
profession will need to adapt to these
arrangements.”
OHS professionals need to be flexible
and respond to changing situations,
with rules balanced with real-world
requirements. “OHS professionals will
need to influence better, or more, as
contact with work groups decreases. In
some instances, he also said they need
to be more visible. Have a different
appreciation of risk and plan to deal with
new risks. Be risk identifiers, not risk
responders,” he said.
Hoad observed that the council has
become highly mobile in many ways,
while previously it was very much “head
office centric”. “Now I’ve got three teams
operating in three different locations.
There are a few reasons for that. First,
so if anyone does get infected, then the
whole team doesn’t go down. Second,
we’re using the strength of working
independently, whether it be from a
council location or a third-party location,
such as home, a lot more effectively.
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“We’re not here to
help solve safety
problems for people;
we’re here to help
people solve their own
safety problems”
Outcomes and results

Consequently, our productivity and
effectiveness has gone up.”

The changing role of OHS

Hoad also said there has been positive
feedback about the role of OHS
and leadership in particular. “We’re
getting comments from people in the
organisation about how it’s fantastic that
they’ve seen more of us, because before
they didn’t, unless there was a disaster –
and then, of course, there’s more safety
people than you can poke a stick at,” he
said.
“But now we’re working to support
operations in a more effective way, and
it is working really well. The feedback
we’re getting from the business is really
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positive, and the safety team are a lot
happier doing that as well.”
When Hoad joined the council oneand-a-half years ago, he recalled that it
was a compliance-based system which
was bureaucratic, resource-intensive and
delivered sub-optimal OHS outcomes.
“OHS was a function which was very much
seen as the group that enforced the rules.
In the time that I’ve been here, we’ve now
changed that to be very much focused on
being part of the business. We’re not here
to help solve safety problems for people;
we’re here to help people solve their
own safety problems. And this collegiate
approach suits how the council operates,
and the feedback on this approach has
been very positive,” said Hoad.

There have been a number of changes
for the OHS function as a result of the
pandemic. Prior to the event there were
four people working on administrative
tasks, while this has now reduced to two –
with the other two deployed back into the
business.
Hoad and his team are also continuing
to escalate a couple of projects (such as
digitisation of various things as well as
simplification of certain processes), and
these two things have freed up another
one person (at least) in the business.
“We’re more flexible and more effective
and achieve better productivity as a
consequence,” he said.
“I’m thrilled to see the level of
innovation that I am seeing. That is going
to be one of the upsides of the change
we’re going through. And it’s great to see
how the organisation has pulled together
and has become a lot more supportive,
with a greater sense of purpose of who we
are and where we’re going.” n
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Spotless Group:
building WHS resilience
Spotless Group has taken
an integrated and holistic
approach to communication
and managing through the
COVID-19 pandemic which
has built organisational
resilience, writes Craig
Donaldson

S

potless is the largest provider
of integrated facilities services
throughout Australia and New
Zealand. With a large, disparate
workforce employed across multiple sites
and locations, Spotless faced more than
a fair share of challenges with regards to
the coronavirus pandemic.
Head of zero harm risk and systems for
Spotless, Jamie Ross, said there have been
a number of steps taken that helped the
group successfully manage through the
pandemic.
The organisation found different
parts of itself running at three different
speeds early on in the crisis, Ross said.
“In some areas such as hospitality that
ramped down very quickly and large
portions of business that had to be shut
down and a number of people finish up
work. Others progressed pretty much as
usual, while other parts got much busier,
including those that provided sheets and
bedding to hospitals as well as other parts
of the business with federal and state
government contracts which had more
work coming in,” he said.
One of the most important things in this
was being as transparent as possible with
the workforce (including employees and
subcontractors) about what Spotless was
doing, what was coming and what the
impacts might be on workers was the first
key element, according to Ross. “We’ve
tried to be open about the status of our
business at all times – providing as much
information as possible about what our
clients are doing, what the government
restrictions have meant for business, and
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“Given the uncertainties our teams were feeling, it was,
and still is, important that our communications are in
plain language, are genuine and ideally come straight
from the relevant executives or CEO”
where this has positioned the overall
business to continue to be healthy from
a financial performance perspective,”
he said. “Making sure everyone in the
organisation has the same information
helps build trust and helps people
understand why decisions are made.”
Similarly, providing a single source
of truth for teams has been important,

according to Ross. This was especially the
case in the early stages of the pandemic
when there was much information in the
media and on social media. “We found it
important to distil that to the key points of
fact, and distribute those to our teams as
quickly, frequently and clearly as possible.
Again, this helped provide context for
our decisions and reduced unnecessary
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impact, and we got a lot more uptake and
understanding than using a two-page
bullet point document,” he said.
There have also been two key areas of
focus at the front-line/manager level,
according to Ross: “first, making sure
these folk have as much information
as possible – to be able to effectively
answer questions from their teams, and
to have real clarity on what needed to
be done when,” he said. “Second, giving
them a structured process for getting
out and more frequently engaging
with our front-line teams [employees
and subcontractors] – creating the
opportunities to have two-way discussions
about what is most important for the
front-line teams.”

Balancing restrictions with a duty
of care

“Making sure everyone in the organisation has the
same information helps build trust and helps people
understand why decisions are made”
anxiety and confusion amongst our
teams,” he said.
A third important element was to
make sure that Spotless Group’s leaders
continued to engage with and lead their
people, and to avoid focusing just on
managing the crisis and challenges. “I’ve
found in crisis situations, many managers
and execs – myself included – can tend to
put on our problem-solving hats and try
to diagnose and fix things,” he said.
“While that’s important, we have
to make sure we also stay focused on
leading our people. You can manage
the things, but you have to lead your
people.” Leadership in this context
means talking to (and listening to) teams
even more frequently than before, Ross
explained. “We made sure our leaders
had the tools and prompts to be out in
the field – virtually in the field in many
cases – talking to our front-line workforce
about health, about safety, and about
generally how people as individuals were
doing,” said Ross, who added that some
employees were still involved in high risk
work – both for themselves or others. “In
fact, they may be coming to work quite
distracted or just with other things on
their mind, like we all do – so in fact our
risk profile might have been increasing.”

Engaging at executive levels

At the executive level Spotless has
adopted a two-layer crisis management
approach – with executive decision-
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makers meeting in one forum, supported
by a tactical team of GM-level leaders to
analyse, recommend, report and cascade
actions. “Secondly, our operational
and functional executives have done an
excellent job at being the face for the
communications,” said Ross, who added
that another broader team came together
to feed information up to Spotless’ parent
organisation Downer.
“Given the uncertainties our teams
were feeling, it was, and still is, important
that our communications are in plain
language, are genuine, and ideally come
straight from the relevant executives or
CEO,” said Ross, who explained that it
was helpful for the CEO to stand up and
speak to senior leaders frequently, to keep
them updated and answer any questions if
there were any concerns.
Spotless has also used more informal
videos to effectively communicate a
consistent message across the business,
directly from the CEO and executives.
“I hope this will be a sustained change
for us. Video can be used in a way that
doesn’t have to be polished; you don’t
necessarily need a film crew to come in
with lights and three different cameras
for interviews with the CEO or functional
heads, and then edit it all together. While
those are great, it doesn’t hurt for the CEO
to sit down on the steps outside one of
our facilities and record a video message
on their phone for the organisation. We
traded a bit of gloss for more valuable

In adapting to the challenges, the business
has tried to hold true to two core principles,
according to Ross. “If in doubt, go a little bit
further in reducing the risk; and get input
from the front-line people,” he said.
“What that means in practice, is
where we’re not sure about a particular
circumstance or scenario, we first get
input from the actual workers involved
– they often have the best ideas and
they’re the ones with the health and safety
exposure. This is really about engaging
and consulting with the workforce and
getting different views on how risks can be
managed,” he said.
A second important principle was to put
safety first. “If there is a grey area about
exactly what to do, we err on the side of
health and choose the option with the
lower risk to health – even if that means
reduced operational efficiency or increased
cost,” said Ross, who added that Spotless’
risk frameworks and tools have also been
helpful in guiding decisions.
PPE was also a challenge in the early
days and weeks, Ross added. “We needed
to map out all our various roles and
workplaces, which for a diverse business
like Spotless is a lot, and then determine
what PPE was needed for each, and how
critical it was,” he said.
“Being an organisation with a large
mobile and subcontractor workforce and
a national footprint, we were already
well placed for online meetings and
communications, so this aspect of our
systems has held up very well.”
However, one challenge the business
faced was around onsite vehicles and
how to maintain social distancing and
good hygiene/cleaning practices in the
use of onsite four-wheel-drive vehicles
which are used to move teams around on
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“If in doubt, go a little
bit further in reducing
the risk; and get input
from the front-line
people”

a daily basis. “Again, we went back to the
two core principles above and achieved
a very practical outcome which provides
effective distancing and hygiene, and
with minimal impact on operational
performance,” he said.
In other parts of the business, people
need to operate equipment in very close
proximity to each other, due to the
nature of how the equipment is designed
and works. Ross said this required
some creative thinking about how the
equipment could be operated by less
personnel, or in a rotation style, to ensure
appropriate distancing requirements
could be maintained.
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The new normal for OHS

Collaboration with other
functions

Ross’ team has taken a collaborative
approach in working with other
functions across the business as well
as from executive levels down to the
frontline. Establishing the two-layered
crisis management teams early, and
keeping their makeup stable and
small, has meant each represented
business and function has been able
to effectively communicate with each
other, he said. “There has been a range
of instances where functions have
been able to support others during
particularly busy periods,” he said.

The question Ross is turning his mind to
now is around what the new normal will
be like. “More broadly, world, national,
state and business leaders have effectively
been talking about health and safety in
a way that we as professionals engage
in quite often – which is what we might
call safety versus production,” he said.
“They’re calling it health and safety
versus economic performance in having
to make those decisions, and we’re seeing
that debate playing out on a huge global
scale. This will ebb as we move forward,
but it would be great to see that kind of
discussion evolve on a broader and global
scale.”
Ross also said health and occupational
hygiene will become of far more
interest to operational professionals
and executives than it has in the past.
“Previously, we sometimes struggle to
get the H [health] and OH [occupational
hygiene] on the same attention level as
the S [safety], and I think that balance
will even up a little more,” he said.
“I think we’ll be better at
communicating transparently and
working with our teams more effectively,
particularly around ensuring we have
mentally healthy workplaces. And I also
hope we get a mini restart where we can
take a look at some of the things we’ve
been doing and realise they’re not worth
starting again. The context of such a large
event might help us reframe what we do
and focus more on the things that really
make a difference.” n
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LDK Healthcare: leading
OHS, people first
LDK Healthcare has successfully managed through both COVID-19 and
catastrophic bushfire risks in recent times, thanks to strong leadership
and business agility, writes Craig Donaldson

Amanda Kidd, COO of LDK Healthcare, says the
company’s “true north” is a mentality of people first

LDK

Healthcare is a relatively new
player in the seniors’ living
industry. It has entered the
market with a clear and distinct business model at
a time when the aged care sector has come in for
criticism, according to its chief operating officer,
Amanda Kidd.
“We sat on the sidelines of the Four Corners
exposé in 2018, which highlighted the need for
operators to provide certainty and transparency
to residents around their operating models,”
she recalls. “Our model is very resident-focused,
which means everything we do and the decisions
we make always have our residents front of mind.
I think people have found that attractive in terms
of wanting to support the model.”

“Agility isn’t necessarily something that
goes hand-in-hand with OHS, but as a
business we’re able to move quickly on
important issues when required”
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LDK also has a strong focus on values, and Kidd
says this is reflected in its name (LDK stands for
love, decency and kindness) as well as leadership
and culture. “It’s something that we wear on our
sleeve. We need to ensure that every decision we
make as an executive and as a business – whatever
the decision is – aligns to those values of love,
decency and kindness,” she says.
Kidd also says that the company’s “true
north” is a mentality of people first, and this
applies to both residents and staff. “We’ve got
big operational teams onsite at our retirement
villages, and we deliver an intense care model
as well. Our promise is ultimately you can come
and live with us at any age or stage irrespective
of how frail or how independent you are. And
we’ll take you right to the end,” says Kidd, who
adds that this mentality has also been key to a
successful approach to OHS at LDK – which has
been without any worker incidents from a WHS
perspective for at least the past two years.
“When you make decisions on the basis that you
always want to keep your staff safe, that’s very
much a strategy that leads to success,” she says.
“And as a business we are very decisive, and we
ensure that we always make quick decisions with
those values in mind.”
As a relatively new business, this affords a level
of agility as well, which Kidd says has contributed
to LDK’s success. “So where we’ve identified
OHS or other issues, we can act very quickly
to put measures in place to address those with
training, communication, development or other
interventions,” she says.
Training, development and communication
also play a critical role in the success of LDK,
according to Kidd. “This is about people knowing
and understanding the importance of health and
safety, and the role that they play – and then
having a really clear line of communication to
ensure through all layers of the business, people
not only have an awareness of the importance of
it, but they feel safe in raising a concern, and they
have the training and development to execute
what they need to act on,” she says.
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“When you make decisions on the basis that
you always want to keep your staff safe, that’s
very much a strategy that leads to success”
LDK’s mission COVID-19

With Australia now on the tail end of the
coronavirus pandemic, the aged care sector has
been one of the hardest hit given the morbidity
rate associated with COVID-19. The usual case
fatality rate for the common flu is 1 per cent,
however, Kidd says COVID-19’s morbidity rate of
about 20 per cent for the elderly “is frightening”.
With a large number of front line staff and a
lot of uncertainty, the executive team of LDK
wanted to provide a clear and calm message,
which resulted in LDK’s “mission COVID-19”. “So
this was about people first, zero outbreaks and
zero layoffs – so that people knew that we were
going to continue to make decisions with their
best interests at heart, that we were going to do
everything possible to ensure that we didn’t have
an outbreak, and that we’re going to make sure
everyone keeps their jobs in highly uncertain
times,” says Kidd.
LDK also developed a comprehensive set of
hygiene and risk-reduction protocols, a COVID-19
management plan as well as a COVID-19 crisis
management plan – which were all in place within
two weeks. “We did a lot of work in a very short
period of time,” she says. “Agility isn’t necessarily
something that goes hand-in-hand with OHS,
but as a business we’re able to move quickly on
important issues when required. When we have
faced crises, our ability to come through them as
an organisation bigger, better and stronger really
comes back to that value-driven focus, agility and
decisiveness at an executive level.”
The COVID-19 management plan was designed
to mitigate risk and outline how the business
was planning and preparing for COVID-19
“with a view that, if we had an outbreak or an
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incident, we invoke a process which is separate
to our COVID-19 management plan – being our
crisis management plan,” says Kidd. The crisis
management plan incorporates a full flowchart
with a step-by-step guide for all staff, support,
office and at the villages, with agreed roles in
the event of a potential outbreak in one of LDK’s
villages.
A rigorous set of protocols was also put in
place, from hand washing through to temperature
checks for staff and contractors who arrive onsite
to ensure they’re not febrile. “So no-one enters
the village without having a temperature check
and signing off the declaration that they’re not
febrile,” says Kidd.
LDK is also fortunate to have internal expertise
in the form of its national care manager Dr Joanne
Ramadge, who was one of the frontline workers in
the 1980s HIV pandemic. “She put us in very good
stead because she had been through something
like this before, bringing transferable knowledge
and front-line expertise,” says Kidd.

Bushfire preparedness

One of LDK’s main villages is located next to the
Ku-ring-gai Chase National Park in Sydney. In
December of 2019 when bushfires were raging
around Sydney, this village literally backs onto
bushland where the fire danger rating was
raised to catastrophic levels. “Australia had a
horrific fire season over the summer, and wind
conditions were particularly unfavourable for our
site in terms of the way that it faces,” says Kidd.
“The reality was that if a fire were to start in the
bushland, with the topography of the site, fires
would go faster uphill – and combined with the
rate of wind speed, a fire would just roar over the
top of us.”
Two LDK executives (including Kidd) and the
managing director were immediately flown down
to the site. “We pulled together as a team, and
straightaway agreed on lines of communication
and what people’s roles were. We communicated
that to the team on the ground and ensured
everyone had clarity, again in a very uncertain
and unprecedented time.”
The CEO was the immediate conduit of
information to the board from the village, while
Kidd was the direct conduit to the CEO. All village
communications came from Kidd through the
onsite village manager up from the team on the
ground.
Time wasn’t on LDK’s side, so communication
was critical in this process, and emails and
letterbox drops to residents kickstarted the
process. “When we were onsite, we divvied up
the telephone list of residents, and everyone
got a phone call so that they were on notice.
We encouraged residents to get offsite, and
while there wasn’t any immediate fire challenge
there was a catastrophic threat warning. We
were following key messages from the Rural
Fire Service and the best advice was that early
evacuation is the only proper precaution. Fires at
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“When we have faced crises,
our ability to come through
them as an organisation
bigger, better and stronger
really comes back to that
value-driven focus, agility
and decisiveness at an
executive level”
this level are not controllable, and it’s not about
stay and protect or defend when you’re dealing
with that (catastrophic) fire threat; you’ve really
got to get out of there,” says Kidd.
“The key messaging to residents was: ‘Please
go and stay with family and where it’s safe to do
so. Leave the village and if nothing happens, then
great – but if something does happen, then it’s
going to be too late’.” Some residents didn’t have
families nearby, so LDK booked and paid for 30
rooms at a Sydney hotel so these residents had
somewhere safer to stay.
Police and the Rural Fire Service also visited the
site to help provide advice and understand what
actions the LDK crisis management team were
taking.
The team did a ring-around followed by a
doorknock to encourage evacuation, and also
set up a number of stations for communication
wardens within the village. “It’s a big site, so we
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had a number of communication wardens who
each had their own resident contact list. They
were responsible for contacting those people, and
then communicating with the data warden, who
was the gatekeeper of all the data. So at any one
time we knew exactly who was offsite and onsite,
to keep track of resident numbers in the event
anything did happen,” says Kidd.
“Even though we care for a lot of people and
lots of people are frail with mobility issues, LDK
provides independent living, which means people
don’t necessarily need to tell us – or sometimes
don’t want to tell us – about their situation or
whereabouts. In the end we evacuated the entire
village bar 27 people, so we had evacuated all of
the 306 residents bar 27 by early afternoon which
was the peak threat period.”
The “people first” mentality within LDK
underscored all the decisions made by the crisis
management team, to ensure the health and
safety of both staff and residents. “This means
that, ultimately, you’re making decisions for the
right reasons in the right timeframe by the right
people,” says Kidd. n
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Applying agile principles
to learn from failures &
manage safety differently
Measuring all critical control failures will improve safety in the workplace, improve learning
outcomes and assist with data-driven decisions, writes Thorsten Scholz

The fatality enigma with classic
safety thinking
“But”, you will say, “have we not already got
all the safety management systems in place?
I know we are reporting our incidents and
perform causal analysis of the failures. And
then we report to the business. Isn’t that
what it takes to improve and learn?”
Sadly, no. For a moment, imagine a
worker in a high-risk workplace – maybe
a mine site or an industrial processing
plant or even on a ship. We have told them
to ensure to follow safety procedures,
fill out their permit and work with their
team to identify all potential risks in their
pre-start meeting, and so they do, every
day. And on a “good” day, that results
in some administration effort and also a
safe outcome. Often, there is a distinct
disconnect why the paperwork is in place,
which on a “bad” day can lead to people
not identifying the risk, or more importantly
not identifying the controls that prevent
“bad” things from happening, and they can
become purely an administrative activity.
And not knowing what controls are in place
and if they are effective means the person
may be placed in the line of fire.
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We have believed

But we have seen
U.S. Metal & Non-Metal Mine
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mprovement is achieved by applying
learnings. In safety, sadly, we often learn
from tragic events. More frequently even,
we struggle to apply these learnings and
operationalise them in the workforce. In this
article we will explore how to make learning
sustainable, specifically in a predictable
and relatively stable environment, namely
in the context of the industrial workplace.
More importantly, we will explore how we
can radically improve safety performance by
adopting simple, powerful tools to keep our
workers safe.
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Controls save lives, but what matters
most is that we focus on the right controls
– the critical controls which could turn a
“bad” event into a “fatal” event. Why is this
important?
Because only a subset of the controls
is truly critical, and must be managed, in
preventing fatalities. In the classic safety
thinking, as represented by Heinrich’s
Triangle, the focus is on any injuries and the
potential to prevent all events from occurring.
This is like trying to “boil the ocean”, and
over many years, billions of dollars may have
been spent on safety initiatives throughout
industry, largely without sustained impact
to fatality prevention. We know today that to
break through the safety plateau, particularly
in the management of fatal risk, we need to
be focused and specific in our response.

Manage what matters
So how can this be changed? It’s actually
quite simple. Ensure that all the critical

controls are in place and effective and
no one will die or be seriously hurt. It is
called critical risk management; sometimes
organisations also call it critical control
management. The nuance of difference is
in the approach. Often industry manages
critical controls already, with a schedule
of accountabilities and top-level corporate
reporting. Critical risk management instead
provides a clear risk and control scope and
establishes a method with guidance to test
if every control is in place and effective
every time a task is performed. Importantly,
it also integrates this with a double/
triple check approach in the workplace.
Managers, supervisors and workers
together check the controls are working
as desired. They use a standard set of very
specific questions, tailored to test every
aspect of each control.
Every day, every person, every task,
every risk, every control. Suddenly, failures
become visible and can be counter-acted
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“Controls save lives, but what matters most is that we focus on the right
controls – the critical controls which could turn a ‘bad’ event into a ‘fatal’ event”
quickly. The work stops, because the worker
in the frontline is authorised to pause and
now has an ability to actually test if all is
safe with very specific criteria. “We can’t do
that!” I hear you say, “Our organisational
culture isn’t ready for that!” or “Way too
much effort!”.
Let me tell you a short story about a
senior general manager we met at a fatality
prevention workshop. He was deeply
motivated to make an impact with fatality
prevention, having recently experienced a
fatality at one of his sites during a shutdown
for maintenance. We started to discuss the
details and initially his response was “This
approach is impossible! We cannot always
test all of the critical controls. Shutdowns are
complex and the work must be completed
quickly and safely!”. He continued to be
engaged but was clearly overwhelmed by the
potential impact to his operation. Less than
one hour later he spoke up again: “I feel
like the fog has just lifted off me. It is crystal
clear now. If I truly want to prevent fatalities,
I will only achieve this if we always test all
critical controls. Now let’s talk about how we
can make this happen!”.
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A Case Study
Five years back, the International Council
on Mining and Metals (ICMM) published
their Critical Control Management Guide
which is a great start to getting into the
topic and is overall an excellent document.
From my experience, there is opportunity to
improve the ICMM guidance, specifically the
assumption that critical controls should be
monitored in varying frequencies based on
the importance of the control. It’s not about
sampling the critical controls when it comes
to preventing fatalities. They must be in
place and effective to prevent fatalities.
Let me give you an example why: A
friend of mine is in the drilling business.
Sometimes, a drill rig may operate in an
environment with a body of water, dam or
just simply a stream. Other times, the rigs
might operate in the middle of the desert
for weeks and never see a drop of liquid
apart from the drilling fluids used in the
hole. We all would agree that every time the
drilling rig operates (with spinning rods)
that there is a risk of entanglement which
could lead to severe injury or death. But,
if the rig is operating near water, is there

always an immediate risk of drowning? It
doesn’t matter if the risk is immediate. If
the operator falls backwards with his tool
belt and steel cap boots, into a sump filled
with a slurry sludge of water, what are truly
his chances if there is no life vest at hand
or if the design of the sump isn’t such that
they are able to walk out from a shallower
site? The critical control for “Drowning” is
equally important to the critical control of
“Entanglement and crushing”. If the task
involves water at any time, the critical
controls for this risk must be verified.
And just like in a Toyota manufacturing site
where the workers can stop the assembly line
if they spot a potential problem, the people
working on the task involving critical risks
must be authorised to stop. Only with a great
culture can we expect that people will give us
a truthful insight when things are not quite
right. Leaders and managers must embrace
the opportunity of fatality prevention to
remove “the blame game” from the workplace
and instead acknowledge that all failures can
be learnt from. The critical path is to detect
these failures before they can cause harm to
people.
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RISK MANAGEMENT

In the example chart below, modelled
of anonymised data for an organisation, we
can see that the number of critical control
verifications for workers is steadily increasing
while the critical control failure rate steadily
and significantly drops. Clearly, things are being
fixed for the frontline, albeit a large number of
workers newly participating in the process.
In comparison, in the same period the
leader data shows a pretty constant verification regime with a similar drop but on an
overall much higher critical control failure
rate. This indicates that improvements are
clearly made, but leaders find out 10 times
more often than workers when critical controls are not in place or not effective.
On the numbers for the period above, 10
per cent of roughly 2.5 million verifications
over 24 months means that 250,000 times,
opportunities for improvement of critical
controls were enacted on. And if a worker

But isn’t fatality prevention a good enough
reason to change our culture?
In summary, with simple, effective tools
we can assist workers in our journey to
fatality elimination. Measuring all critical
control failures will help us to learn and
improve safety in the workplace and help
with data-driven decisions. Now we can
confidently allocate our ever-shrinking
budgets and maximise their impact. Safety
culture is king and needs a systematic,
programmatic approach to change for the
better when it comes to managing fatalities.
Empower your people and truly learn
from failures by applying critical risk
management. n

participating in these 250,000 verifications
was having a “bad” day, this probably turned
it into a pretty magnificent day, as that person
was not going to be severely injured or killed.

Believe in fatality elimination
What makes people participate in a fatality
elimination program? The answer is multifold: leadership owning the program; of
course. It’s also workers knowing that if
they raise a fatality control relevant issue,
they have authorisation to stop the work;
certainly. Having their leader follow through
and fix issues; absolutely. Having leadership
articulate the vision, demonstrate good
practices and build great culture is a must.
The right organisational culture is critically
important and acting on the input of the
workers, supervisors and managers is the
key to success. Culture change is difficult,
hard and painful. Fatalities are unacceptable.

Thorsten Scholz is the chief technology officer for
Forwood Safety, a specialist fatality prevention
service provider which has developed globally
standardised critical control checklists for all
major hazards and critical risks.

Total Number Critical Control Verifications by Type
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Legend: ■ Manager Verification ■ Leader Verification — Critical Control Failure Rate %
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TAKE THE NEXT STEP
IN YOUR CAREER AND
BECOME CERTIFIED
Are you currently having some downtime as a result of COVID-19?
Why not get your capability recognised with AIHS Certification

For more information visit www.aihs.org.au/certification
or contact us E certification@aihs.org.au T (03) 8336 1995
@AIHS_OHS

@AustralianInstituteofHealthandSafety
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EVENTS

The impact of politics
& power on WHS
The AIHS National Health and Safety Conference – ONLINE will challenge the
thinking of health and safety professionals and set the agenda for exploring the
impact of ‘politics and power’ on workplace health and safety.

T

he AIHS National Health and
Safety Conference – ONLINE will
be held from 22–24 June 2020. The
three-day online conference will
showcase some of the best national and
international speakers and will provide a
platform for stakeholders across various
industries and disciplines to reconnect with
the purpose, contributions and stewardship
associated with being a health and safety
professional.

Influencing tactics for OHS
One of the speakers at the upcoming
conference will be Cassie Madigan,
senior lecturer in OHS programs for The
University of Queensland. Madigan will be
speaking on influencing tactics for OHS
professionals, and observed that there has
been much debate recently about what OHS
professionals should do to best improve
OHS outcomes given the constraints of the
organisational structures they work in.
“While advice abounds about how we
should communicate, engage and influence
OHS decision-makers, there is very little
practical guidance on how these skills
should be applied within the context of OHS
practice,” said Madigan, who noted that
most OHS professionals already know that
influencing managers, particularly where
they have no formal authority, can be tough
going and sometimes frustrating.
“Tackling these challenges and
powerfully influencing managers to take
action to improve health and safety is the
focus of my PhD studies. We know from
the influence and OHS literature that there
are many factors at play when it comes to
successful influencing attempts – the choice
of influence tactics, individual traits and
characteristics, quality of relationships,
and organisational factors to name a few.
But when it comes to OHS professionals’
influencing effectiveness – which of these
factors are more important?”
While her program of research is still
ongoing, Madigan’s initial findings suggest
a number of steps OHS professionals should
take.
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“Firstly, developing self-awareness of
our current influencing behaviours, and
also knowing how others influence us is
critical,” she said. There are many ways to
create influence, and Madigan said it was
important to observe if the tendency is to
default to only one or two influence tactics,
or whether there is a preferred fall-back
position.
Second, the OHS professionals who had
the most success in Madigan’s research
were those who clearly understood their
influencing goal or objective, pre-planned
and timed their approach, built trusting
relationships, used a wide range of
influencing techniques, and demonstrated
flexibility by navigating between different
tactics (or combination of tactics),
depending on the situation.
“Finally, reflecting on our influence
attempts and testing our own assumptions
about our influencing behaviours, regardless
of whether our influencing outcomes were
successful or not, will build our influencing
capabilities,” said Madigan.

“Developing selfawareness of our current
influencing behaviours,
and also knowing how
others influence us is
critical”
The neuroscience of effective safety
leadership
Also speaking at the conference will be
psychologist and managing director of
Working Life – People Solutions, Lloyd
D’Castro, who said that organisations
need to make a distinction between safety
leadership and general leadership if they are
to genuinely influence worker behaviour.
Leaders have sufficient status, power,
dominance and influence, according

to D’Castro, who said that at its core,
leadership is about two things. “Firstly,
it is a reflection of your core values,”
said D’Castro. “If we look at a pyramid
of leadership with the very bottom being
‘people follow you because of your position’
(they have to), then:
• one step up from that is ‘people follow
you because of a relationship’ (they want
to follow you)
• ‘they follow you because of results’ (what
you have done for the organisation)
• ‘they follow you because of development’
(what you have done for them), and
• finally, at the top of this pyramid is ‘they
follow you because they respect you’
(your core values).
“We all know where the best leaders
operate,” said D’Castro.
He also spoke about the importance
of creating psychological safety. “We hear
this term often, but most people struggle
to define this; we know from functional
magnetic resonance imaging [fMRIs] that
the brain looks for threat five times a second
and that the brain reacts to physical threats
the same way as social threats,” he said.
A successful leader will understand
this and support their followers to operate
in a reward rather than threat state, said
D’Castro, who explained that this is about
understanding the parts of the brain that
need to be activated for better decisions to
be made.
Good leaders understand what it is
their followers fear; is it the potential of
losing their job if they speak up, being
marginalised, and future job opportunities,
he said.
The important factor in this is
psychological safety, and D’Castro said the
work of David Rock and his SCARF Model is
particularly applicable here.
SCARF is about status, certainty,
autonomy, relatedness and fairness, and
D’Castro said good leaders ensure their
status is less than or better than others.
“They provide as much certainty as
possible. They provide an opportunity for as
much autonomy as possible [and] relate to
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“OHS functions and professionals should be
encouraged to care about people’s thinking”
people in a fair manner so trust and safety
is gained,” said D’Castro. “This is what any
leader should do to enhance not only better
communication but better thinking as well.”
“OHS functions and professionals should
be encouraged to care about people’s
thinking. A hundred years ago we were
paid for physical labour and the dominant
management model was the masterapprentice, and the role of the manager
was to improve how people carried out
observable physical activities like stacking,
lifting and carrying,” said D’Castro.
The dominant management model
then developed to be one of management
of processes, “but now we have better
educated people than ever before, yet we
don’t allow people to think as much as their
engine [their brain] allows. So, the steps
OHS functions can take are around letting
people think more and to facilitate their
focus on solutions,” he said.

How Aroona Alliance increased
productivity and decreased its TRIFR
Senior performance coach at corporate
psychology consultancy Veraison Training
and Development, Sasha Burnham, will also
speak at the conference about how West
Australian water utility company Aroona
Alliance has been through a significant
organisational transformation which
has streamlined costs, improved safety
outcomes and increased productivity.
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Despite 90-degree PDR (planning,
development and review) processes and
a comprehensive approach to safety
management, safety was still a challenge as
people were still getting hurt in the Aroona
Alliance workplace. “They knew they had to
reach another level with regards to safety
and performance but didn’t know how to
go about it – they had a gut feel; there was
more they didn’t know,” said Burnham.
That led to the development of a safety
transformation program which began with
a series of assessments to understand
the current situation: “to find out what
they didn’t know they even needed to
know [i.e. blind spots] to improve safety
and performance,” she said. The safety
transformation program was a multilayered and multidimensional program with
activities delivered across every level and
section.
“What increased their chances of
transformation was revealing blind spots
and gaps for leaders [through ISA360] and
the whole organisation [through IASC],” said
Burnham.
“Then the two most effective
engagement/development elements
were the field coaching and safety culture
optimisation groups.” The field coaching
activities took traditional safety leadership
development out of the classroom and into
the field, “where it actually matters and
where it’s actually really hard to do well”.

Embedding the safety transformation
program in the Aroona Alliance five-year
strategy was mission critical to ensuring its
long-term commitment and success, said
Burnham. “Embedding it at a strategic level
meant that it couldn’t become a ‘flavour of
the month’ or seen as a separate activity
to business as usual. At every level, staff
were ‘doing safety culture’ anyway, so
intentionally working at creating a more
effective safety culture had to be achieved in
parallel with productivity,” she said.
Including all leaders (even safety
representatives) in the 360-degree
feedback assessments (ISA360 – including
initial assessments and retests) ensured
awareness into leadership impact on safety
culture was created at every level and
shifts in capability and impact could be
recognised.
Embedding the four pillars and safety
programs into existing safety initiatives
and activities such as safety summits,
investigations and field guides helped make
it business as usual, while Burnham said the
safety culture optimisation group activities
genuinely engaged and empowered the
frontline in making the workplace more safe
and more productive.
Convincing leaders and the frontline
equally that this approach could work
was a challenge, as Burnham said they
had used other culture diagnostics and
programs which had not shifted culture and
behaviours. “This is the power of a retest [to
show movement] and the tactics mentioned
above to engage as many as possible across
levels and areas,” she said.
The safety transformation program
has met with a significant number of
achievements. Safety performance improved
over a two-year period with a 79 per cent
decrease in TRIFR as well as a 43 per cent
decrease in SIFR. There was also a 60 per
cent reduction in vehicle collisions (despite
monthly kilometres travelled remaining the
same).
Performance and productivity also
improved, with productivity (planned
field activity) increasing by 10 per cent.
Maintenance completed on-time also
increased 6 per cent (up to 86 per cent),
while Burnham observed that staff were
genuinely more engaged, evidenced by a
number of factors including a 23 per cent
improvement in asset condition reporting by
the frontline.n
The AIHS National Health and Safety
Conference – ONLINE will be held from 22–24
June 2020. For more information call (03)
8336 1995, email events@aihs.org.au or visit
aihsnationalconference.com.au.
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BOOK REVIEW

The Connector Manager: Why
Some Leaders Build Exceptional
Talent – and Others Don’t
Reviewed by Kym Bills, Chair, College of
Fellows and board member, Australian
Institute of Health & Safety
Author: Jaime Roca & Sari Wilde.
Publisher: Penguin (2019) RRP: $35

T

his book is relevant
to the “soft skills”
required by OHS
professionals
and leaders. The authors
work for Gartner, Inc – a
US-based research and
advisory company operating
in 100 countries and with
an annual revenue of US$4
billion.
To help answer their
central research question of “What are the best
managers doing to develop
employees in today’s workplace?”, they conducted
a survey of over 9000
employees and managers
worldwide involving 25
industries and 18 different
role functions. It was clear
that most managers were
overloaded, but the authors’
data analysis focused on
analysing 89 behaviours
of what managers actually
do when they are coaching staff. They found that
there were four broad
types of dominant coaching
approaches by managers,
equally split across the data.
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The “Always On”
type degraded employee
performance by 8 per cent
as the manager was overly
intrusive and providing
feedback and advice even
when they lacked relevant
skills. The “Teacher” type
increased performance by
7 per cent and the handsoff “Cheerleader” type
by 9 per cent. However,
the “Connector” manager
increased employee performance by 26 per cent and is
thus the focus of the book. A
quiz at the back of the book
allows self-assessment of
dominant type.
Connector managers
overinvest in diagnosis and
getting to know employees,
coach the person not the
problem, and are positive
but prepared to be tough.
Connector managers seek to
understand employees and
help them in their development including through
making connections with
others with expertise, provide personalised and targeted feedback, and create

a team environment and
recognise and encourage
peer-to-peer development.
They should be “mapmakers”, develop “warm-up
and cool-down routines”
and model “best-fit” connections. The authors also
provide advice on developing Connector managers
across an organisation
through recruitment and
in-house training. There is a
lot of detail supporting the
analysis sketched here (e.g.
active listening). Appendices
include a Connector manager action plan and toolkit.
To counteract a certain
dryness, I read the book
alongside David Marquet’s
fabulous Turn the Ship
Around! that was first
published in 2012 and is
now a 2019 Penguin paperback. Marquet commanded
the nuclear-powered attack
submarine USS Santa Fe
from 1999 to 2001 and
reflected on his own past
failure to engage with his
crew to turn its performance
around from bottom to top

of fleet in six months. Faced
with an agreed problem,
he changed language and
behaviour (“act as you want
to become”) in order to improve resilience, innovation
and culture.
He encouraged curiosity
and learning (including from
inspectors) and operational
excellence with immediate
crew recognition. He moved
from a leader–follower
to a leader–leader model
through delegating and
empowering. The book is
framed to address the 3Cs
of Control, Competence and
Clarity. Many of Marquet’s
crew were rapidly promoted
on the basis of his successful approach and the vessel
maintained its success after
he left the command, and
the approach was used
more widely across the US
Navy.
I recommend both books
for those who wish to review
their leadership and coaching styles and the impact
that this may have on WHS
outcomes. n
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